
HAPPY 
SPACE

FIND YOUR

WOW-WORTHY  
WFH LOOKS

Happy Space Collection



Artsy Glam
Made for the modern-day maximalist.

Lavish Luxe
Designed by our WFH Style Squad.

Urban Chic
Black and white and sleek all over.

Dreamy Boho
A space as aesthetic as your Instagram.

Bold Rustic
Put the home-y in your home office.

Easy Breezy
Sit back, relax and enjoy the workday. 
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love the looks?
Scan for the Happy Space  
shopping lists.

A lot of us have been working remotely for over 2 years now, 
and our desks have become more than just a place to work. 
They’re our home base. It’s where we go to get inspired, not 
just to get through our inbox.

My team within the Staples® furniture department curated  
an assortment of furniture and décor that are designed  
specifically for the at-home office space. Plus find the 
top tech and office essentials you need to complete your  
space, all from the best brands in the industry.

We’re excited to bring you all the pieces you need to make 
your workspace uniquely yours, whatever that means 
for you. So enjoy flipping through, and discover all the  
inspiration you need to transform your home office into  
your new happy space.

Jill Frattaroli
Sr. Director, Divisional Merchandise Manager
Staples USR

Your  
home office 
should feel 
like home.

“



Gry Mattr™ LED desk lamp 
24507869

Gry Mattr™ mobile cabinet 
24507877

Gry Mattr™ Live Edge desk 
24507870

NETGEAR® Nighthawk 
Mesh Wi-Fi 6 System, 3/pk

24477277

Gry Mattr™ Lee chair 
24507867

Logitech® MK320  
wireless keyboard 
792257

Gry Mattr™ Live Edge  
ladder bookcase 
24507871

Mix textures 
for a modern 
finish

TRU RED™ pencil cup
24375608
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URBAN
CHIC
Clean lines. Industrial accents. If a sophisticated, modern look is what you’re going for, look no further 
than Live Edge furniture and décor. Mix dark woods with sleek metal textures to get that city-inspired 
style while you work from home.

Save space with 
skyscraper shelves

Light walls?  
Balance with  
all-dark pieces



Keep it fresh with 
an all-white base

Gry Mattr™ Capsule   
computer desk 
24507865

Gry Mattr™ Parsons 3-shelf 
cube bookcase 
24507866

Gry Mattr™ mobile cabinet 
24507876

TRU RED™ 
letter sorter
24375611

Gry Mattr™  
LED desk lamp 
24507873

Èccolo™ Palm file folders, 6/pk 
24495420

Apple® HomePod mini  
smart speaker  
24490473

Gry Mattr™ Hamburg chair 
24507874
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DREAMY
BOHO
Start with a white furniture foundation and the dual-tone accent colors of your choice. Then start to 
mix in natural textures and fun foliage, and you’ll unveil it: the bohemian hideaway of your remote 
working dreams.

Breathe easy with 
oxygen-boosting 

plants

Pick a pair of
complementary 
pastels



Sauder® 6-cube bookcase 
24472935

Staples® Tervina™ chair  
24396771

Amazon Echo® Dot  
smart speaker (Gen. 4) 
24465828

Cozy up with 
fleece or wool
creature comforts

Martha Stewart gold stapler
24410748

AOC® 24” monitor
24347031

Whalen® Asherton L-shaped desk
2736559

Martha Stewart gray 
linen pen cup
24388138

Martha Stewart  
gray linen letter tray
24388137
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BOLD
RUSTIC
Rich features. Warm accents. If you’re the type who would rather be outside than in an office, this  
aesthetic might be for you. First step: Layer on the wood. Mix and match several different stains for  
a natural, textured feel.

Skip the blinds 
for extra sunshine

Include a few 
nods to the 
great outdoors



HP laptop 
24504667

Poppin® accessory tray 48955
Poppin® This + That silicone tray 
570742

Brother DS-640  
portable scanner 
24434030

Uni® Emott Everfine  
felt-tip pens
24468847

Blue Sky™ Margaret Jeane 
2022–2023 planner 

24508036

Union & Scale™  
MidMod™ guest chair

24398962

Èccolo™ Pindot file folders, 6/pk
2692683

Whalen® Peruzzi writing desk
24478703
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EASY
BREEZY
Beachy feel. Vacay vibes. Create a work-from-home oasis that will bring peace and tranquility to  
your workday. To create this look, think organic shapes, cool tones and plenty of room for keepsakes. 
From there, all you have to do is sit back, relax and enjoy your home office oceanic escape.

Add a plush rug for a 
barefoot-friendly floor

Finishing touches:
Natural wood and 
calming palms

If it’s blue, white 
or tan it’ll go well 

in the space



LED desk lamp and wireless 
charging station 
24463559

Gry Mattr™ metal wall clock 
24507872

Poppin® pen cup 2510099
Poppin® fin file sorter 1990405 

More is more! 
Add texture to 
every surface

Thomasville™ Latimer writing desk
24478706

Union & Scale™ Essentials chair
24502439

Modern table 
lamp

24477003

Happy retro 
corkboard
24489391

Apple® AirPods® Pro with 
MagSafe™ charging case

24512036
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ARTSY
GLAM
Eclectic essentials. Museum-esk accessories. This workspace comes complete with a fun flair of color 
and an intentional mix of lights and darks. Add in a wall grid of your favorite pictures printed with 
Staples Print & Marketing Services, and you can transform your workspace into a work of art.

Art wall tip:
Hang the largest 
piece first

Use an abstract 
mural to tie the 
palette together



Sheffield Home Westridge 
59” matte floor lamp 
24478430

TRU RED™ 3-tab manila file 
folders 
116657

Epson® EcoTank® wireless color 
all-in-one inkjet printer 
24495156
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Post-it® Super Sticky 
recycled notes 
631343

Union & Scale™ MidMod™ 
fabric manager chair 
24398961

Apple® Magic  
Wireless mouse
1948495

Thomasville™ Whitney 
writing desk 
24478707

Thomasville™ Whitney  
2-drawer lateral file cabinet 

24478709

LAVISH
LUXE
Designed by the Staples WFH Style Squad, this space is made for the modern maximalist in all of us. 
Couple clean lines and a monochromatic palette with gold accents and overlapping, picture-perfect 
décor. The result? An elegant Grecian-esk home office escape.

Add a pillow
for a color pop

Get creative with
your storage

Avoid nail holes
by leaning frames

WFH 
STYLE  
SQUAD 
inspired


